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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. What do you mean by Planning?
2. What is meant by method?
3. How planning is a forward and backward looking process?
4. How organizing is related to every manager?
5. ͞Guidelines issued by organization no one can deviate with͟. The statement is in Context to planning.
Comment.
6. Diversity in the portfolio requires special organization structure. Comment.
7. Genpact, One of the leading BPO organization in India is planning to get a 50:50 ratio of man, women
employees. Not only this will help company to balance the gender equation but will lead to great brand
equity in the society. What values are being shown by the company in this case?
8. One of the leading Company having Keo Karpin oil brand is donating a certain amount on every bottle
they are selling. What values are being shown in this case by the company?
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